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ABSTRACT EG0100075

An electromagnetic-shower trigger counter composes of two identical thin
scintillation detectors was constructed for investigating the density and time
performance of the large area scintillation counter. An NE-102A plastic scintillator
with the thickness of 0.5 cm and area of 7.6x7.6 cm2 is used to construct the
detectors. The possibility of enhancing scintillation counter performance by the
addition of absorber is also examined. The maximum increase in the density due to
the addition of lead absorber was found to be at 0.9 and 1.5 r.l. for threshold energy
of 2 and 16 MeV, respectively. The signals from the large area scintillation counter
was found to be delayed as the hit position of the cosmic-ray particles moves away
from the center of the scintillator. The delay is increasing by 0.25 and 0.17 nsec/cm
for light enclosure height of 7.8 and 5.5 cm, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION

Large area scintillation counters (LASCs) are extensively in use in accelerator experiments and
cosmic-ray air shower arrays to detect the electromagnetic (soft) component of the shower(1"8). The
LASC consists of a large area scintillating material contained in an air filled, light tight guide box.
Normally the inside walls of the box have a diffuse or specular reflector. A photomultiplier tube (PM)
located at a distance from the scintillator collects the scintillation light.

Trigger Counter
There is increasing interest in improving the time and density performance of LASCs^9'10). To

obtain a useful information about its optimum design, the light density and time performance should
be examined experimentally using cosmic-ray particles. Ideally, a counter with the optimum design
should provide a position independent high output and fast signals. The path of the particles needs to
be followed up to study the position dependence of both the density and timing of such large area
detectors. To achieve the identification of the hit position in the scintillator, one or two small
detectors (trigger counter) can be arranged to detect the same particle. Such a set-up is normally
referred to as a telescope because it is a directional sensitive device. All detected particles are rejected
except those that occur in the detectors of the telescope and the examined LASC and separated by the
correct flight time. The trigger system detects only particles incident in a certain solid angle defined
by the geometry of the detectors arrangement. Particles with enough energy arriving within the cone
of apex (0) can trigger both detectors (see Fig. 1). The angle 0 is the beam width of the detector set-
up. The range of energies to which the trigger counter is sensitive is determined by the fact that it
must be energetic enough to pass through the trigger counter and LASC. The trigger counter can be
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moved to scan the whole area of the LASC and then the recorded counts corresponding only to a
certain position where a cosmic-ray particle passes through the scintillator of the LASC. It was also
suggested that an additional anti-coincidence counter should be used if the LASC under investigation
has relatively large area (~6 m2)(ll). This is because the large number of particles in the extensive air
shower can result in many hits outside the studied position within the coincidence time. Such an effect
only plays a roll if the detector has a considerably large area.

counter axis

PM

PM

Fig. 1. The layout of the electromagnetic-shower trigger counter consists of
two small detectors (1 and 2). The beam width of the counter (6) is also shown.

Transition Effect
Generally plastic scintillators have a relatively low response to photons(I2). To enhance the

response of such detectors to high-energy gamma rays, a metal absorber should be added^'3l This is
adapted by many air shower experiments'1"6'. In this case, the detector consists of a metal converter on
the top of the scintillation material. Often the absorber is a medium of high atomic number material.
Another possibility, which is not explored for air-shower arrays but is in use in other high energy
experiments, is to use alternate layers of a metal and scintillator (14'15).

A simple model for the development of an electromagnetic (electron-photon) shower initiated by
a photon (or electron/1^ is shown in Fig. 2. Bremsstrahlung of electrons and pair production of
photons govern the development of the cascade induced by electrons, positrons or photons. A photon
gives rise to an electron pair after having traveled one radiation length (r.l.). An electron (e*) with
energy above the critical energy (Ec=7.6 MeV for lead) loses half of its energy by emitting a
bremsstrahlung photon per radiation length. Above the critical energy, the ionization losses of
electrons are neglected. After a distance of nR, where R is the radiation length in the absorber, the
number of photons and electrons is 2" and their average energy is Eo/2n, where Eo is the initial
gamma-ray energy. On average the shower consists of 2/3 electrons and 1/3 photons. The cascade
eventually stops when the average energy per particle drops below the critical energy. Below this
energy, the dominant loss for electrons is ionization loss rather than bremsstrahlung. The shower
multiplicity decays exponentially.
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Fig. 2. Schematic presentation of the development of electromagnetic shower.

The addition of the absorber above the scintillator is expected to have the following effects.
Low-energy electrons and photons are absorbed and no longer contribute to the signal. High-energy
electrons produce an enhanced signal size through multiplication. On the other hand high-energy
photons materialize, producing additional signal contributions similar in size to those produced by
high-energy electrons. The number of particles gained from the last two processes exceeds that lost
through the first one. This is referred to as the transition effect(17). In addition, the signal is expected
to start earlier because the gamma rays is, on average, in advance of the charged particles in the
shower disc and the delayed low-energy particles removed by the absorber1-5'l8).

The main motivation in this work is to construct an electromagnetic-shower trigger counter
composed of two small scintillation detectors for investigating the position dependence of the density
and time of a constructed LASC with dimension of96x96xT cm3 with different scintillator thickness
(T). The effect produced by the addition of a lead absorber with different thickness was also studied
using only the trigger counter and together with the constructed LASC.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two identical scintillation detectors were used to construct the trigger counter, each consists of a
sheet of NE-102A plastic scintillator with a thickness of 0.5 cm and an area of 7.6x7.6 cm2. Each
scintillator is mounted to a 7.6 cm SRC 75B01 photomultiplier tube. A block diagram of the circuit
used for studying the transition effect is shown in Fig. 3. The fast-slow timing technique is used in the
present coincidence circuit employing standard electronic modules. The constant fraction mode for
Constant Fraction Discriminators (CFDs) was selected to provide high coincidence efficiency. Also,
the threshold of the CFDs was adjusted experimentally to eliminate the dark-noise pulses of the PMs.
The time and single electron spectra are accumulated simultaneously in an ORTEC 919 MCA.
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Fig. 3. A block diagram of fast-slow coincidence circuit used for studying the
transition effect. The LASC is replaced with the small scintillation detector to
study this effect using the trigger counter.

A thin scintillator is chosen to minimize any possible change in the particle's path or energy
after it hits the detector. When a charged particle penetrates a thin material, it suffers a number of
single scatterings. The deflection in each individual single scattering is usually small. The energy loss
is negligible and the mean angle of deflection is very small. This is not true if the material thickness is
relatively large where the multiple scattering and energy loss are more significant. Both detectors
were chosen to have small area to ensure a complete uniformity of the response of the trigger counter.

A distance of 9.5 cm between the two small detectors was chosen to provide a reasonable solid
angle and to accommodate enough absorber if needed. Both detectors forming a telescope which
accepts vertical particles in a cone of apex (#~39°), threshold energy of electromagnetic shower
particles of ~2 MeV, and an active area of ~58 cm . The small area of the two detectors and the
distance between them have the effect of reducing the count rate. To compensate for the resulted high
relative statistical errors in the counting rate, the measuring time had to be extended up to five days.
The run was considered complete when the statistical errors were below 5% (>340 counts).
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Background (environmental radioactivity) and spurious (afterpulses or dark-noise pulses in the
photomultiplier tube) counts in individual detector were negligible. The contribution from the
background count mainly gamma-rays with energy below 2 MeV was very low because of the low
detection efficiency for gamma rays and the detector energy threshold. The contribution from
spurious counts was estimated by separating the PM from the scintillator and covering it with black
paper.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The measured transition curve using the trigger counter in outdoor measurements is shown in
Fig. 4. The results indicate that as Pb thickness increases the density in the bottom detector decreases
due to the absorption of low energy electrons and photons. This is followed by an increase which
peaks at ~0.9 r.I. (~30%) due to the increasing number of particles in the electromagnetic shower.
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Fig. 4. Transition curves of electromagnetic showers in lead obtained from
the outdoor measurements using the trigger counter shown at the top. The
variation of the relative coincidence rate and the relative density in the
bottom detector (with to without absorber) as a function of Pb thickness (x)
are given in the bottom and top parts, respectively.
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The following decay is indication of the decreasing multiplicity. The results show a second flat peak
with a maximum density around 3.2 r.l. This is due to muons in the cosmic-ray showers that start to
produce electromagnetic showers at Pb thickness of approximately 1.4 r.l. It should be noted that the
plastic scintilla'tor has low efficiency for muons compared with electrons. The contribution from the
hard component in the air shower (muons) does not die out as fast as that from soft component
because muons are very penetrating particles. Cosmic-ray muons are produced via the decay of pions
and kaons at relatively high atmospheric altitude. They have a small cross section for interaction and a
week energy loss process via ionization. The critical energy for muons in a material such as lead is
several hundred GeV. For energetic muons in cosmic rays, radiative effects are dominant. These
processes are characterized by the associated generation of electromagnetic showers through electron-
pair generation and emission of bremsstrahlung.

The peak due to the multiplicity of electrons and photons in the coincidence rate is not as sharp
as that in the case of density. The main reason is that some electromagnetic showers do not produce
signal in the upper detector, but after travelling a further distance they produce signals in the bottom
one. On the other hand, some showers produce signals in the upper detector and then by the time they
reached the bottom one the number of particles and their energy are not enough to give measurable
signals. In both cases, these events have no contribution to the coincidence rate. The net effect is a
somewhat flat peak.

Photon generated showers produce a transition curve similar to that from electrons but the
maximum for photon showers is shifted to larger absorber thickness(19). As the initial energy increases
the curve peaks at higher absorber depth(20). There is no obvious separation between photons and
electrons in our results. Such separation is not expected when the detector is subject to different
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Fig. 5. A typical time spectrum of the coincidence circuit employing one
small scintillation detector and the LASC.
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particles with different energies in the cosmic-rays air shower. The results indicate that with the
addition of a Pb absorber with appropriate thickness the soft and hard components in the air shower
can be separated.

APPLICATIONS

The same experiment was conducted indoor using only one small detector of the trigger counter
and LASC (see Fig. 3). The examined LASC consists of NE-102A plastic scintillator with an area of
about 1 m2 and thickness (T) of 7.6 cm(9). The height of the air gap (H) is 7.8 cm. The distance
between the centers of the small detector scitillator and PM of LASC is 20.7 cm. The inside walls of
the LASC were painted black to measure only the direct light component. The threshold energy in this
case is about 16 MeV. An example of the measured time spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.

The results of these measurements are shown in Fig. 6. The major difference here is that
maximum multiplicity (~5%) occurs at greater absorber thickness (~1.5 r.l.). This is due to the fact
that the threshold energy of the whole set-up is higher than that of the trigger counter alone. A less
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Fig. 6. Transition curves of electromagnetic showers in lead obtained from the indoor
measurements using one small detector as a trigger counter and LASC. The variation of the
relative coincidence rate and the relative density in the LASC (with to without absorber) as a
function of Pb thickness (x) are given in the bottom and top parts, respectively.
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dominant effect is that shower particles in the indoor measurements have a higher mean energy.
Particles with low energies are already absorbed or attenuated in the absorbing medium overhead.
Comparable curves were obtained using only the trigger counter in measurements carried out indoor.

In the case of the time uniformity measurements of the LASC, the output signals of the two small
detectors are connected to a coincidence unit which is operated in coincidence mode. The output of
this unit is used as a gate for the TAC. The distance between the trigger counter (two small detectors)
and the surface of the scintillator in LASC is kept constant to provide a scanning of equal areas. The
threshold energy in this case is about 17 MeV. Figure 7 shows the dependence of the arrival time on
the distance r (distance between the center of the scintillator and the hit position) for scintillator
thickness T=7.5 cm and height of light enclosure H=5.5 and 7.8 cm. The results indicate that there is
no major difference in the arrival time between the two configurations for hitting position less than 25
cm. For larger distance, the arrival time for H=7.8 cm is delayed by 1-2 nsec. The arrival time delays
by 0.25 and 0.17 nsec/cm for H=7.8 and 5.5 cm, respectively.
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Fig. 7. The arrival time of LASC as a function of the distance between the
center of the LASC scintillator and the hit position (r) in the case of direct
light measurements.
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